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داءــــاإلى  
صلى اهلل  )اليداية سيد األنام  النبي األميى معلم  اإلنسانية  األول  ورسول  ـإل

ل بيت النـــــبوة مصابيح اليدى وسفن  أوامتداده الطيبين   و والو وسلم(علي
  النجاة) علييم السالم (...

 تقربا وإحسانا

الى من علمني العطاء دون انتظار.. الى من    .ى من كللو اهلل بالييبة والوقـار..ـال
العين التي تحلم برؤيتي ناجحا في الحياة ستبقى    الى  .احمل اسمو بكل افتخار..

ارجو اهلل ان يمد في  . كلماتك نجوم اىتدي بيا اليوم وفي الغد والى االبد..
 عمرك.... 

 والدي العزيز   

الى من جسدت لي  معنى الحب و معنى الحنان    .لي الحياة ..  وىبتى من  ـال
الى من دعائيا سر نجاحي    .ة ..الى من احترقت لتنير لي طريق الحيا  .والتفـاني ..

 وحنانيا بلسم جراحي...
 اهلل(  حفظياأمي الحبيبة)   

الى من بعواطفيم االخوية شدوا على يدي  .ى الينبوع الذي ال يمل العطاء..ـال
 في شدتي...  الى من ىم سندي...

 ي واخواتياخوت                                                                            

الى من سعى وشقى ألنعم بالراحة واليناء الى الذي لم يبخل بشي من اجل دفعي  
 ...الى من يؤنسني النظر اليو كل صباح.بطريق النجاح ..

 .... اطفـاليزوجي الحبيب 
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      ABSTRACT 

 

This work aims to study shadowing in uniform dynamical systems. 

Throughout this study, some concepts are defined to prove many new 

results.    

Let        be a continuous map on a uniform space (    . we 

present some important dynamical concepts on uniform space such as the 

uniform minimal systems, and uniform shadowing. We explain some 

definitions and theorems such as definition uniform expansive, weak 

uniform expansive, uniform generator, and the proof of the theorems for 

them. We prove that if       be a homeomorphism on a compact 

uniform space       then   has uniform shadowing if and only if     has 

uniform shadowing, so if   has strong uniform shadowing if and only if 

    has strong uniform shadowing. We also show that       and 

      be two uniform homeomorphisms on compact uniform spaces   

and  , if       is a uniform conjugacy from   to  , then        

         . Besides some other results. 

We define and study  -pseudo-trajectory and shadowing property 

for an invertible nonautonomous discrete dynamical system and we show 

that shadowing is the property for a time-varying homeomorphism which 

is preserved under uniform conjugacy. It is proved that if a time-varying 

homeomorphism   {        } on a uniform space        be 

uniformly conjugate to time-varying homeomorphism   {       

 } on uniform space       . Then   has shadowing property if and only 

if   has a shadowing property. 



 

VI 

 

we define the notion of shadowing property in a uniform setting, 

give examples, and study various properties of such maps. It is proved that 

if   has the   -shadowing property, then    has the  -shadowing property 

for every     . 

We discuss the notion of the uniform stability ( -stability), we also 

show that if         be a first countable Hausdorff space and   be 

uniformity on    consisting of all neighborhoods of  . Suppose for 

      T is   -expansive maps having  -shadowing property, where 

    in such that           and   is a symmetric neighborhood of 

 ,  then   is uniformly  - stable. 
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 1 

Introduction:  

The shadowing property is one of the effective concepts in the 

qualitative theory of dynamical systems. The notion of the shadowing 

property of dynamical systems is used for justifying the validity of 

computer simulations of the system, asserting that there is a true trajectory 

of the system close to the computed trajectory. It is intensively developed 

in recent years and it has become an important part of the dynamic systems 

containing a lot of deep connections to the notions of stability and chaotic 

behavior [8].  

An approximate trajectory of the dynamical system with small local 

errors is called a pseudo-trajectory. The subject of shadowing concerns 

itself with the existence of true trajectories near pseudo-trajectories. 

Shadowing is a property of hyperbolic sets of dynamical systems [6].   

  Anosov in [1] Introduced the notion of shadowing property (or 

pseudo-trajectory tracing property) and it turned out to be one of the very 

important and useful dynamical properties of continuous maps on uniform 

space since its inception. The dynamical systems are one of the famous 

domains of researches in Mathematics [2].  

A uniform structure on a non-empty set   was first defined by        

A. Weil (1937) in terms of subsets of    , [22]. Boas Jr  R. P.  and  

Tukey  J. W.  (1940) later provided an alternative description of a uniform 

structure using covers of  ,[5]. 

Ahmadi S. A., Wu  X., and Chen  G.,[3]  was discussed topological 

shadowing property, chain transitivity, total chain transitivity, and chain 
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mixing property for dynamical systems on uniform spaces and 

characterizes some topological chain properties for dynamical systems on 

compact uniform spaces, they have proved that a compact dynamical 

system is topologically chain mixing if and only if it is totally topologically 

chained transitive. Moreover, they have obtained some basic properties of 

topological shadowing and non-wandering points on uniform spaces. 

Various generalizations of shadowing property have been obtained 

and studied in detail the concepts of uniform shadowing, uniform 

expansive, uniform weak expansive, uniform generator, uniform transitive, 

uniforms mixing, uniform chain transitive, uniform conjugacy, uniform 

pseudo-trajectory tracing property. The trajectory was defended by 

Pilyugin in [12].  

The expansively of uniform dynamical systems are introduced by   

Ihsan Jabbar Khadim and Ansam Abbas Ali [13]. Some chaotic properties 

of shadowing property in G-space is introduced by Ra'ad S. AL-Juboury 

and Iftichar M. AL-Shara'a [4]. 

For a given real number,       a sequence of points {       

 }  of uniform space       is called all pseudo-trajectory of a continuous 

map        if                for each           . Given     , 

a  -psendo-trajectory {        }is called  -traced by    , if  

              ,           . Here the symbols   and   are taken as 

             , if   is bijective and as       [   ], [9]. 

If   is not bijective, we say that   has the shadowing property or 

(pseudo-trajectory tracing property) for every       there exists       
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such that every   -pseudo-trajectory of   can be traced by some point of  . 

The notion of  -pseudo-trajectory is quite a natural notion since on account 

of rounded. errors, a computer will calculate a pseudo- trajectory rather 

than a trajectory. Moreover,  -tracing shows that a pseudo-trajectory is 

uniformly approximated by a genuine trajectory if   is compact then the 

shadowing property has several problems including properties of maps 

possessing shadowing property and its relation with other dynamical 

properties has been studied in detail. 

This work is divided into four chapters. Chapter one consists of three 

sections. In section one, we recall some important definitions and theorems 

of a topological space. In section two, some definitions, theorems, and 

properties about a metric space.  In section three, some definitions, 

theorems, and properties about a uniform space are presented. 

 In chapter two defines and studies shadowing property for an 

invertible nonautonomous discrete dynamical system. We show that 

shadowing is the property for a time-varying homeomorphism preserved 

under uniform conjugacy. 

In section one, we define and study  -pseudo-trajectory and 

shadowing property for an invertible non autonomous discrete dynamical 

system. It is shown that, if a time-varying homeomorphism   {     

    } on a uniform space        be uniformly conjugate to time-

varying homeomorphism   {        } on uniform space       . 

Then   has shadowing property if and only if   has shadowing property.  
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In section two, we define  -pseudo trajectory and shadowing 

property in a nonautonomous discrete dynamical system. It is to show that 

if      ,       are uniform spaces and let    {         } ,  

    {         } are time-varying maps on   and   respectively 

such that   is uniformly conjugate to G. Then   has PTTP if and only if  G 

has PTTP. In addition to some other results.  

In chapter Three,  we present the invariants of uniform conjugacy on 

the uniform dynamical system and some results that are related to these 

concepts.  

In section one, we present the invariant dynamical properties on a 

uniform dynamical system. We prove that if       be a 

homeomorphism on a compact uniform space       then   has uniform 

shadowing if and only if     has uniform shadowing.  

In section two, the concept of the Uniform conjugacy (U-conjugacy) 

for a continuous map. It is shown that if    {         } and  

    {         } be time-varying maps such that   is                 

 -conjugate to G, then   has shadowing property or pseudo-trajectory 

tracing property (PTTP) if and only if G has shadowing property, so  PTTP.  

 In chapter Four, discusses notions of the uniform expansive map, 

uniform stability ( -stability), and some results that are related to these 

concepts.  

In section one, we define the notion of shadowing property in a 

uniform setting, give examples, and study various properties of such maps. 
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We prove that, if    be a homeomorphism on a Hausdorff uniform space 

      has  -shadowing property, then     has   -shadowing property.  

In section two, we introduce and study the notion of the uniform 

expansive map. It is to show that if   is uniform homeomorphism on a 

uniform space      . Then   is uniform weak expansive if and only if    

has a uniform generator. We showed that if   and   are two uniform 

homeomorphisms and  ,   are conjugate, then   is uniform weak 

expansive if and only if    is uniform weak expansive. 

In section three, we introduce the notion of uniform stability          

( -stability). we prove that If         be a first countable Hausdorff space 

and   be uniformity on    consisting of all neighborhoods of the diagonal. 

Suppose for       T is   -expansive maps having  -shadowing property, 

where     in such that           and   is an asymmetric 

neighborhood of  ,  then   is uniformly  - stable. 

Finally,  we present the conclusions and future work for this work. 
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Some Basic Concepts and Properties 

1.1 Topological concepts and results.  

This section includes some important definitions and theorems of a 

topological space. 

  

Definition 1.1.1[7 ]    

 Let       and        be topological spaces and       be a 

bijection. If both T and it's inverse         are continuous, then T is 

called a homeomorphism. 

 

Definition 1.1.2[21]    

Let   be a subset of topological space, the smallest closed set 

containing   is called the closure of   and denoted by  . A topological 

space   is said to be compact if each open cover of   admits a finite sub 

cover of  . 

 

Theorem 1.1.3[7] 

 Each compact space is locally compact. 

  

Theorem 1.1.4 [7] 

 A finite product of compact space is compact space. 

       

Definition 1.1.5 [21] 

Let   and   be two subsets of topological space       is said to be 

dense in   if    . A subset of topology is said to be connected if it is a 

connected space in the relative topology.  
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Lemma 1.1.6 [7] 

Let   be a closed subset of some compact topological space  , then 

  is compact. 

 

Proposition 1.1.7 [21]    

Let   be a compact subset of a metric space  . Then   is closed      

in  . 

   

Theorem 1.1.8[21] 

  Every metric on a compact space is complete and every compact 

subspace of a Hausdorff space   is a closed subspace of  . 

  

Theorem 1.1.9 [7] 

a) A continuous bijection         from a compact topological 

space   to a Hausdorff space   is a homeomorphism.  

b) A Cartesian product of a finite number of compact spaces is in 

self-compact. 

                    

Proposition 1.1.10 [19]    

Every continuous map of a compact space to a Hausdorff space is 

closed and every continuous one-to-one map of a compact space onto a 

Hausdorff space is a homeomorphism. 

 

Corollary 1.1.11 [21] 

The continuous image of a compact set is compact. 
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Definition 1.1.12 [21] 

 A uniform topological space   is said to be a para-compact space   

is Hausdorff's space and every open cover of   has a locally finite open 

refinement. 

  

Proposition 1.1.13 [21]    

Let   be a para-compact spaces let   be a subset of   and let   be a 

closed set of   which is disjoint from  . If for every   in   there exist 

disjoint open sets    and    such that      and      then there exist 

disjoint open sets   and   such that     and    . 

 

 

Proposition 1.1.14 [21]  

A closed subspace of a para-compact space is Para compact. 

  

Proposition 1.1.15 [21]  

The topological product of para-compact space and a compact space 

is a para-compact space. 

 

Definition 1.1.16 [7] 

          A topological space   is Hausdorff if for all distinct         there 

are open sets    and    such that       and       and            . 

The way this is commonly said is that we can separate points by open sets 

in a Hausdorff space. 
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1.2 Metric space.  

        This section introduces some definitions, theorems, and properties of a 

metric space.  

Definition 1.2.1[16] 

        Let       be a compact metric space and          be 

homeomorphism of  . A sequence {      }  is called a  ـ pseudo-

trajectory of      if       and     we have                     

The map   has the shadowing property (SP) if              

such that every   -pseudo- trajectory {      } is   -shadowed by the 

trajectory {         } for some    , that is,      we have 

 (         )   .  

 

Definition 1.2.2 [15]    

            We say that the map   has the pseudo-trajectory tracing property 

(PTTP) on   if for a      there exists       such that for any  -pseudo-

trajectory  {      }     there is a point    that  ـ shadows {      }  

on  . If this property holds with    , we say that   has the  PTTP. 

 

Definition 1.2.3 [6]  

Let       be a compact metric space and         be a 

continuous map. Then    is called topological transitive if every pair   and 

  of non -empty open subset of    , there is some     such that        

    and      is called a transitive point if trajectory     is dense in    
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Definition 1.2.4 [17] 

   Let       be a compact metric space       be a continuous 

map. For a real number     ,   a  sequence {         }  in   called 

a δ-chain if                 for all   . The map   is called chain 

transitive if, for all        and every    , there is a finite 

    .       such that         and {            }       ـ  

 

Definition 1.2.5 [11] 

  A map   is said to be topologically mixing if for any two nonempty 

open subsets   and   of     there is      such  that               

      .  A map   is said to be topologically weak mixing if      is 

topologically transitive. The map   is called chain mixing if, for all 

       and every    ,  there exists      such that for any      

there is   ـ chain from     to    with length n.    

Theorem 1.2.6 [20] 

           Let   be a compact metric space. If       is a 

homeomorphism with the shadowing property then     also has the 

shadowing property. 

Theorem 1.2.7 [20] 

           Let     be a compact metric space. If       be a continuous 

map and       be a homeomorphism. Then             has 

the shadowing property if and only if T has the shadowing 

property. 
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Theorem 1.2.8 [20] 

           Let   be a compact metric space. A positively expansive map 

      has the shadowing property if and only if   is an open map. 

Definition 1.2.9 [15] 

The homeomorphism map   on a metric space        is called 

expansive on the set    if there  exists a constant       such that if for two 

points     the inclusion                          and the inequalities 

 (           )             hold , then     .  We say that    is 

expansivity constant    

 

Definition 1.2.10 [20] 

Let        and        be two metric spaces,                 

and                  be maps. We say that   and   topological 

conjugate if there exists a homeomorphism                 where 

       . We denoted it by        
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1.3 Uniform Space  

This section introduces some definitions, theorems, and properties of 

a uniform space.  

 

Definition 1.3.1[9]  

         Let    be a nonempty set and              Let      

 {                }  we call this the inverse of  . The set   is said to be 

symmetric if       for any   ,            we define the composite 

        of   and    as           {                           , 

          }. For any       and         we denote by    the n-fold 

composition of     with itself, i.e  

                                       ( n- times) . 

 

Definition 1.3.2 [9]  

      The diagonal of      is the set     {             }     subset 

       is called an entourage if       

 

Definition1.3.3 [13]  

Let   a set. A uniform construction on   is a non-empty collection   

comprise of subsets of the Cartesian square     fulfilling:   

(1)  if     ,  then       

(2)  if      and           then        

(3)  if      and       then          

(4)  if       then       ; 

(5)  if       then       where        
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           The elements of   are called the entourage of the uniform 

construction and the set   is called a uniform space. The uniformity   is 

named separating (and   is called separated) if   {     }   . 

We note that        ), and    hint that, for any entourage,   found 

asymmetric entourage   such that      .  Let    be a set and      

    If    , we denote the subset  [ ]    by  [ ]  {           }   

 

Definition 1.3.4 [19]   

            Let       and       be uniform spaces.  A map       is 

called  to be uniform continuous if,  for every      there is some      

such that          implies that (         )     If    is one-one, onto 

and both  of  T and    are uniformly continuous. We called   a uniform 

homeomorphism (uniform equivalent). If and only if the uniform 

continuous function is continuous. 

Definition 1.3.5 [21]  

Let       and       have the uniform spaces. Then the product of 

  ,    and       be a uniform space       with the underlying            

set       and the uniformity   on   whose base consists of the             

sets      {(             )                       }  where 

    and     the uniformity   is called of   and   and is written 

        

 

Theorem 1.3.6 [21] 

           A closed subset   of a complete uniform space   is complete, also a 

complete subset   of a Hausdorff uniform space is closed. 
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Proposition 1.3.7 [21] 

Let             be uniform space, and       a function which 

is uniformly continuous for   and. let    and    be the topology on   and 

  respectively. 

 

Remark  1.3.8 [21] 

Every metric space is a uniform space.  

 

Theorem 1.3.9[21] 

          Every compact uniform space is complete in the topology induced by 

the uniformity. 

 

 Theorem 1.3.10 [21] 

      Every uniformly continuous function       from a uniform space 

     in to a uniform space       is continuous. 

 

Theorem 1.3.11 [21] 

         A uniform space      is compact if it is precompact and complete 

Theorem 1.3.12 [21] 

        Every topological group is a uniform space. 

Definition 1.3.13 [19] 

 A uniform topological space   is said to be a para-compact space   

is Hausdorff space and every open cover of   has a locally finite open 

refinement. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Chapter Two 
 

Shadowing in Uniform 

            Space 
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2.1 Shadowing Property for an Invertible Nonautonomous 

Discrete Dynamical System 

We define and study  -pseudo-trajectory and shadowing property for an 

invertible nonautonomous discrete dynamical system 

Definition 2.1.1  

  Let       be a uniform continuous map on a uniform space 

(    . A sequence {          } is named a  -pseudo-trajectory for 

 , if                         . 

 

Definition 2.1.2  

A   -pseudo-trajectory {  } for T is called  -shadowed by a point 

     if                       .  

 

Definition 2.1.3  

 Let       be a uniform continuous map on a uniform space 

(    . A map   has the uniform shadowing property (USP) if        , 

     where for any  -pseudo-trajectory for   there is      such that 

      we have              

 

Definition 2.1.4  

For given     a  -pseudo-trajectory {        } is said to 

be  - traced by     if               for all             

The time-varying   is said to have shadowing property or pseudo 

trajectory tracing property (PTTP) if, for every     , there exists a  

    such that every  -pseudo trajectory is  - traced by some point   

of  . 
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Definition 2.1.5 

            Let       be a uniform continuous map on a uniform space 

(    . A sequence {         }      is called a (true) trajectory of 

T and it is denoted by     (      {           } if        (  )  for 

all    . 

Definition 2.1.6  

A Uniform homeomorphism        is called uniform 

expansive on condition that      such that         with         

       , there exists     such that                  for all 

                   , such that        The   is entourage called 

uniform expansive entourage for  . 

 

Definition 2.1.7  

A uniform homeomorphism        on a uniform space       

is called uniform weak expansive on condition that      such that 

       with                 if            and           , 

then there exists            such that                 The 

entourage   is named a uniform weak expansive entourage for  . 

Definition 2.1.8  

          For given points       we inscribe    
   if there exist finite 

 - pseudo-trajectory                   and                    

for  .  If for every    ,     , then   is called related to   ( we write 

    ). 
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Remark 2.1.9  

Note that  {        } in   is a  -pseudo trajectory of   if 

for     we have                 and  for       we have  

(                

 

Remark 2.1.10  

If in the above definition     , for all     , where       is 

homeomorphism then PTTP of time-varying homeomorphism              

  {        } on   is equivalent to PTTP for   on     

 

Now we show that shadowing is the property for a time-varying 

homeomorphism that is preserved under uniform conjugacy. 

 

Theorem 2.1.11 

            Let a time-varying homeomorphism   {        } on a 

uniform space        be uniformly conjugate to time-varying 

homeomorphism   {        } on uniform space       . Then 

  has shadowing property if and only if   has shadowing property.  

Proof: 

             Since   is uniformly continuous on G, there exists a uniform 

homeomorphism       such that            for all     that is 

    
           for all     .  Therefore           for all  

   . 

             

          Given any    , applying the uniform continuity of  . There                                      

exists            such that for any         with             
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1) As   has      , There exists         such that every            

  -pseudo trajectory of   is   -traced by some point of  . Noting the 

fact that     is uniformly continuous, there exists        such that 

for any         with                     
           

Now, we assert that every  -pseudo trajectory of   is  -traced by some 

point of   .  

In fact, for any  -pseudo trajectory {  } of  , applying 

             (  ( 
      )  

        )  (   (      )  
        )       

if follows that {       } is  a   -pseudo-trajectory of  . Then there 

exists      such that {       } is   -traced by  . This implies that for 

any    ,               ( (     )  ( 
      ))   . 

 

By similar arguments using uniform continuity of  , one can prove the 

converse. 

 

Theorem 2.1.12  

Let   {        } and    {        } be time-

varying homeomorphism on   and   respectively. Then   and   have                  

 -shadowing property if and only if the time-varying homeomorphism 

     {           } has  -shadowing property on    . 

Hence every finite direct product of time-varying homeomorphisms 

having  -shadowing property has  -shadowing property. 

Proof: 

Note that for any      ,  
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Let      be given. Then there exists a       and a        

such that every a   - pseudo-trajectory of  T and   - pseudo-trajectory 

of   can be   -traced by some  -trajectory and  -trajectory respectively. 

Let     {     } and  {             } be a  - pseudo-trajectory 

of       . Then                                             

Then ((                    )            )     which by definition of   

implies,                         and                       . 

Hence there exist,       and       such that                 

and                   

Hence ((             )          )      

Then                               which implies {            

 }, is   -traced by              . Hence any  - pseudo-trajectory of  

      can be  -traced by some point of       . Thus       also has 

PTTP. By induction, we get that every finite direct product of time-

varying maps having PTTP has PTTP. 
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Now we show that if a time-varying map has PTTP  then so its 

inverse map has PTTP. 

 

Theorem 2.1.13 

          Let   {        }  be the time-varying homeomorphism 

on a uniform Space       .  Then   has PTTP if and only if     has 

PTTP. 

Proof: 

The proof follows observing that {  } is a  -pseudo-trajectory of  

  if and only if {  } (where       ,      is a  -pseudo-trajectory of 

       In fact,  for     . The sequence  {         }  in     is  a  

 -pseudo-trajectory of    if                    for     . and 

    
                 for       then                   for       

and       
                 for       Putting      we have 

(   (       )    )      for        and (    
               )  

    for –     Then                    for       and 

     
                 for       

Let     {  }   where      
              then we have 

     
                  for      and       

                     

for      

Thus {  } is  -pseudo trajectory for    . If      -traces 

{         }   then              for  all     . Equivalently, 

               for  all    . i.e.                for all     .         

Where                           
       

       
   

  
              thus      ,  - traces{          }  . 
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Theorem 2.1.14 

           Let       be compact uniform space T = {        } be an 

equicontinuous family of self-homeomorphisms on  . Then time-varying 

homeomorphism T = {        }  has  PTTP  if and only if    has 

PTTP, for any      {  }  

Proof. 

            If       nothing to prove. Suppose      .  Let      be 

given. Since   has PTTP, therefore there exists a       such that every           

 - pseudo-trajectory of   is  -traced by some point of   .  

           Let {        }   be a  - pseudo-trajectory of   . Then 

                   , for all        where       [           ]  

then   [           ]            , for all        For             

and        put        =  [         ]      

Claim: {        } is a  - pseudo-trajectory for T. to  show 

           (      )             , for all        and for all       

       Choose any      . 

 

 Now,  for any                  

        (      )            ( [          ]    )   

                                           [           ]                 

Thus (       (      )              , for all                   

Now for          , 

                                       [           ]                

                                        [           ]             
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Hence the claim. By PTTP of T {        }  is  -traced by 

some      Then                    for all       . In particular for 

     ,                  . 

Thus               where                           Thus 

     {        }  PTTP. 
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2.2 Shadowing in Nonautonomous discrete dynamical  

          system. 

Remark 2.2.1 

            If in the above definition     , for all    , where       is 

a continuous map, then PTTP of time-varying map   {        } 

on   is equivalent to  PTTP of   on   . 

 

 Remark 2.2.2  

          Shadowing property is independent of the choice of uniform if 

   is compact. 

Proof:  

           Let    and    be two equivalent uniforms on a uniform compact 

space  . suppose   has PTTP in       , let     be given since    is 

equivalent to    , there exists on      such that for any      

            

 

             Since   is uniform compact,    only depends on   and not on the 

point  . since   has PTTP in       , for this    we get a      such 

that any   -pseudo-trajectory is   - traced by some point. Further since  

   and    are equivalent, for this    we get a     such that for any 

   ,                     

 

          Now let {        }  be a  -pseudo-trajectory of   in 

       thus                                 such that 

                

 

Hence {        } is a   - pseudo-trajectory of   in       . 
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Therefore there exists          which     - traces   {        }   

thus                                                

Which implies {        } is  -traced by   in         

Hence   has PTTP in          

 

The following result shows that the PTTP of a time-varying map is 

a property that is preserved under uniform conjugacy. 

 

Proposition 2.2.3  

Let      ,       be uniform spaces and let   {        } 

,   {        } be time-varying maps on   and   respectively 

such that   is uniformly conjugate to G. Then   has PTTP if and only if  

G has PTTP.  

Proof:  

           Let     be given since   is uniform conjugate to   there exist 

uniform homeomorphism       such that              

            for all    . 

Now   is uniformly continuous being a uniform homeomorphism such 

that for each       there exists      , therefore 

        (         )                    

 

Let   has PTTP then there exists        such that for any             

  -pseudo-trajectory of   is  -traced by   trajectory of some point of   . 

Since   being a uniform homeomorphism,     is uniformly continuous 

map therefore      there exists     for any         

                  . 
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  Let {        } be a  -pseudo trajectory for G, if 

                   then     (        )  
             

Then       ( 
      )  

             which implies     {     

   } is a   -pseudo trajectory for   thus there exist an     such 

that                         and  have                         now 

for all       

                          

                                 

                                  

                            

                            

                               

                                

                  

Implies     (    )       that is {        } is  -traced by 

      . Thus   has PTTP. 

Note that if   is conjugate to   then G is conjugate to   thus converse 

follows from above if we interchange the role of   and    
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Next, we show that every finite direct product of time-varying 

maps having PTTP has PTTP. 

 

Theorem 2.2.4 

               Let        and       be uniform spaces and    {     

   },   {        } be time-varying map on   and   

respectively. Define uniform   on      

                                     

Then the time-varying map     {           } has 

PTTP if and only if both   and   have  PTTP. 

Proof:  

 Note that for any     

                                                       

          Let     be given then there exists      and      such that 

every   - pseudo-trajectory of   and   - pseudo-trajectory of G can be 

 -traced by some    -trajectory and  - trajectory respectively. 

          Let         and {             } be a  -pseudo-

trajectory of         then                                     then 

                                  which by definition of    implies 

                      and                      . Hence there 

exist      and     such that              and              . 

Hence             ,                

Then                        

Which implies {             } is  - traced by             

and              
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Hence any  -pseudo trajectory of     can be  -traced by some 

point of             

         Thus     also PTTP by induction we get that every finite direct 

product of time-varying. 

 

Map varying has PTTP then converse can be proved by similar 

arguments. 

Now we show that if a time-varying map has PTTP if and only if 

it's       iterates has PTTP.   

 

Theorem 2.2.5  

Let   {        } be the time-varying map on uniform 

space       if T has PTTP then    has PTTP for every       

Proof:  

If k =1 nothing to prove. Suppose      let       be given since 

  has PTTP therefore there exists     such that every the  -pseudo- 

trajectory of   is  -traced by some point of  . Let {        } be 

the  -pseudo trajectory of     then                   for all     

where     [            ]   i.e        [           ]            , 

for all     and for        and     put  

       [         ]      

Claim:{        } is a  - pseudo trajectory for T.  

Then to show         (     )            for all     and for all 

        choose any    . Now for any           

        (     )            [         ]      

                                    [           ]     
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         Thus (       (     )        )       for all            

Now for       

                             ( [           ]    )           

   [           ]             

Hence the claim by PTTP.  of   {        }  is  -traced by some 

     

Then              for all     .  

In particular for                     

Thus             , where                    

Thus    {        }  has PTTP.  

 

Proposition 2.2.6  

Let       be compact uniform spaces   {        }  be a 

time-varying map on   (where each    is continuous on  ) and   be a 

natural number. Then for every     there exists     such that each 

 -finite pseudo-trajectory {        } satisfies               for             

     . 

Proof:  

Let     be given. For     take       Hence             

            and since {        } is an  -pseudo-trajectory, we 

have               then                  

 

Thus result holds for     suppose result holds for     since 

   is uniformly continuous for every     there exists             

such that          implies (           )          
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By our assumption, there exists a        such that each   - 

pseudo-trajectory {          } is  -traced by     . 

We show that each   - pseudo trajectory {        } is  -

traced by        

           Since the   -pseudo-trajectory is a   - pseudo-trajectory the finite 

pseudo-trajectory {          } is  -traced by the point     . 

Hence                     for           

 

In particular                   and so                          

then                    , since {        } is   -pseudo-

trajectory, we have                  and therefore  

                                                    

             Hence the result is true for N. Thus by the principle of 

mathematical induction the result is true for any natural number N. 

 

Theorem 2.2.7 

Let       be a compact uniform space and   {        } 

be a time-varying map on  . where family {  } is equicontinuous on   

and   is a natural number then for every     there exists a      

such that for each     and each   - pseudo-trajectory {       

 } the finite   -pseudo -trajectory {            } satisfies 

( [       ]         )     for all         . Note that since {  } is 

equicontinuous,  does not depend upon  . 

Proof: 

For any       replacing     by       and    by       in 

Proposition 2.2.6 we get proof of this theorem. 
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Theorem 2.2.8  

Let       be compact uniform space   {        } be a 

time-varying map on  . where {        } is equicontinuous on   

and     if    {        } where     [           ] for all 

    has PTTP then so dose   {        } has PTTP.  

Proof: 

  Let us first observe the following:  

(I) Let     be given then for each     [          ]      ] is       

equicontinuous being finite family of continuous functions on compact 

uniform space   therefore there exists au            such that 

           [           ]              ]   ]     for all       

Note that    does not depend on   as family {  } is equicontinuous. 

(II) Let   and    be as above then, there exists   ,          such 

that each finite   -pseudo-trajectory {          } satisfies: 

   [       ]            for all         and each    , by 

Theorem 2.2.7. 

(III) Let    and    be as above since    has PTTP there exists a       

     any   - pseudo trajectory for   is   - traced by some point of  .  

(IV) Let    and    be as above. Then there exists a          such 

that each  - finite pseudo-trajectory {          }  satisfies: 

                                       [       ]              .  

For all         and for each     by Theorem 2.2.7 with 

these properties we prove that each  -pseudo-trajectory {        }  

of   is  -traced by some point write        for           and fix    

since {           } is a  -finite pseudo-trajectory for  , by (III) we 

have ( [         ]           )             and particularly if     

then (  [         ]           )      than                       then  
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{        } is   - pseudo-trajectory for   . Hence by (III), There 

exists     with              , For            where       

                 then                   for           and 

hence  from (1) 

   [         ](      )  [         ]         

then ( [         [         ]      )             ………..(2.1) 

on the other hand since {           } is a finite   - pseudo-

trajectory of   (as {        } is a  -pseudo-trajectory and    

       so {        } is also   - pseudo-trajectory of  ), from (II) 

it follows that for any      taking      , 

                         [         ]               ….........  (2.2) 

For      , therefore, using equations       and        we get  

                

            [         ]        [         ]            

     

For       since   is arbitrary, we have              for   

       and  hence the  -pseudo-trajectory {  }   
  is  -traced by  .  
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3.1 Invariant Dynamical Properties on Uniform Dynamical 

         System. 

  In this chapter, we present some important dynamical concepts of 

uniform space such as the uniform minimal systems and uniform 

shadowing. We explain some definitions and theorems such as uniform 

expansive, weak uniform expansive, uniform generator. we study the 

relations among types of compact uniform space and uniform shadowing as 

well as uniform conjugacy. Moreover we show that if       and 

      are two uniform homeomorphisms on compact uniform spaces   

and  , if       is a uniform conjugacy from   to  , then          

                .  

Theorem 3.1.1 

Let        be a homeomorphism on a compact uniform space 

     . Then   has USP  if and only if        has USP 

Proof: 

          Assume that   has USP then for each          such that any 

 -pseudo-trajectory for   is  -shadowed with some point in  .  Choose 

    so that for any       then we have         implies that 

(         )      now let {  } be a  -pseudo-trajectory for    and  put  

      . So       then                     . 

           Hence       we have (            )   . So (          )  

 . Thus       so that               for each     . So 

              that is {  } is   -shadowed. 

Conversely, similarly, we can show that if      has  USP  then    

has  USP.                                                                                                               ∎ 
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The following definition is a generalization of the definition of 

generator in[13] 

Definition 3.1.2 

A uniform generator for  is finite open cover α of   is named if for 

each bisequence {         }   , the set              ̅̅̅̅   

contains at most one trajectory. 

Theorem 3.1.3 

A uniform homeomorphism        on a compactness in uniform 

space      . Then   is uniform weak expansive if and only if    has a 

uniform generator. 

Proof:      

Assume that T is uniform weak expansive.  If            

        ̅̅̅̅    then for each     . We have (                .  Let 

{         } be a bisequence  such  that {         }   , 

that is        such that     ,   is a uniform of  ,       . Such that 

                  ̅̅̅̅           

Then                   ̅̅̅̅            (               ̅̅̅̅  

      By hypothesis each     . Let              then (       

        ̅̅̅̅ ,then(               ̅̅̅̅                uniformity  

     . 

       If                              ̅̅̅̅                 

     ̅̅̅̅                      ̅̅̅̅ , such that                    

                     

      If (         ̅̅̅̅               
    

     ̅̅̅̅    such that    
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      as    ,             

                        as 

k  ,            
                         as    , then 

(          
    

     

      Assume that   is a uniform generator for T and   is the uniform 

space.  If   is not uniform weak expansive then         so that 

                   we conclude.   

Thus for each   there exists       so that  (           )     .  

Hence                   ̅̅̅̅     

         Which is a contradiction.                                                             ∎ 
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3.2 Uniform conjugacy. 

  Definition 3.2.1 

           Let   and   be two uniform homeomorphisms in uniform space   

and    Then   is uniform conjugate to   if there is equivariant uniform 

homeomorphism       satisfy          The uniform 

homeomorphism   is named uniform conjugacy. 

Definition 3.2.2 

Let       be a continuous map on a uniform space (    . Then 

a point      is  called   -chain recurrent point of   if      . 

Definition 3.2.3 

A homeomorphism       is called uniform transitive condition 

that for every non-empty open subset   and   of   ,  then          

such that (               . 

Definition 3.2.4 

A uniform homeomorphism       is called uniform mixing 

condition that for every non-empty open subset   and   of   , then 

      such that     , we have                      

Definition 3.2.5 

A uniform homeomorphism        is called uniform minimal if  

      then        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅     where           {         } is the 

trajectory of   . 
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Theorem 3.2.6 

Let        and       be two uniform homeomorphisms. If   

and   are conjugate then   is uniform transitive if and only if    is uniform 

transitive. 

Proof: 

             Assume that  and   are uniform conjugate by   that  is       

   .   Let   be uniform transitive and,   ,    such that  ,   are open 

sets. Then                 and                    such that      

        ,                 are open sets. Then       where     

                                          . 

Consequently                                              

and therefore                                .                          ∎ 

Theorem 3.2.7 

           Let        and       be two uniform homeomorphisms. If   

and   are uniform conjugates then   is uniform mixing if and only if   is 

uniform mixing. 

Proof: 

Let   be uniform mixing and   ,   such that  ,  are open sets. 

Then                and                  such that        

        ,                are open sets. Then       such that 

     so that                                            . 

Therefore      then             (           )        

             and (             )                                               ∎ 
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Theorem 3.2.8 

           Let       be uniform space,  let               be two 

continuous maps and         be a uniform homeomorphism.  If   and   

are uniform conjugates then   has the USP   if and only if    has the USP. 

Proof: 

Given         . Suppose   has the  -shadowing property, we 

show that             ) has     -shadowing property.  Since  has 

 -shadowing property, there is      such that every  -pseudo-trajectory 

for   is  -traced by a point of  .    is       -traced by a point of   . 

  Let {      } be a     -pseudo-trajectory for S. Then for each 

   , (                           
           .  

Then so that              (   (     )  
      )     set 

                 Then  for  each                        and  therefore  

{       } is  -traced by some point   of  . Hence for each    , 

                                                     

     this proves pseudo-trajectory {      } for    is     -traced by a 

point      in Y.                                                                                         ∎ 

Theorem 3.2.9 [20] 

Let   be a uniform space and let       be a continuous map. 

Suppose   is a uniform space and       is a homeomorphism. Then T 

has the  -shadowing property if and only if             has the 

(       -shadowing property. 
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Proof: 

We denote       by  . Suppose   has the  -shadowing property 

Then we show that         has      -shadowing property then we 

show that         has     )-shadowing property. Since   has the       

 -shadowing property, there is a subset   of     containing the    such 

that every  -pseudo-trajectory for   is  -traced by apoint of  . 

We complete this part of the theorem by showing that every    )-

Pseudo trajectory for g is     -traced by a point of  . Let {      }be a 

   )-Pseudo-trajectory for g. Then for each     .(g(          

                
           , set           . Then for each 

   ,                 and there for  {      } is  -traced by some 

point   of  . Hence for each    . (            (            )  

         (         )        This proves Pseudo trajectory 

{      }for   is    )-trajectory by the point      of  . 

We shall metaphor the following example   from [12], where the 

author use the metric space.  

Example 3.2.10 [20] 

      Consider the uniform space       define as follows: 

  [     and   be the uniformity induced by the usual uniform on  . 

Define T:    by                . We need to show that T has 

USP, If     with the property that            

Note that   is uniform homeomorphisms.  Define the 

homeomorphisms      [       such that                 and  
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      [     [     such that      
 

 
 , then   has   -SP,      .  

Since   is contraction map put   (           Then by Theorem       

       [   ]  [   ] such that           has  -shadowing property. 

  Note that             {         
 

    
   

  

    
  

                }   Does not contain            We 

mention that the shadowing property of map    you know on compact 

uniform space       is saved under conjugacy. 

Theorem 3.2.11 

          Let        and       be two uniform homeomorphisms. If   

and   are uniform conjugates then T is uniform chain transitive (recurrent ) 

if and only if   is uniform chain transitive (recurrent ).  

Proof: 

           We prove this theorem by depending on proving of Theorem 

2.10.and we note that        if      (with regard to  ) then 

          (with regard to  ). 

Theorem 3.2.12 

             Let       and       be two uniform homeomorphisms. If   

and   are uniform conjugates then   is uniform chain mixing if and only if 

  is uniform chain mixing. 

proof: 

              Let   be uniform chain mixing. Given     there exists a     

such that we have         leads to (         )          .   
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If    ́    then        therefore      there exists a  -chain            

                           ́  from      ́  to        .  

Thus                        is an   -chain from   to  ́.                         ∎ 

Theorem 3.2.13 

               Let       and       be two uniform homeomorphisms. If   

and   are uniform conjugates then   is uniform minimal if and only if    is 

uniform minimal. 

Proof: 

               If   is uniform minimal and     such that      ( 
     )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   . 

We show that         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   . Let      be given and         therefore 

we have          leads  to  (           )               . 

              If     then       where 

(                )                               

So               since   is uniform homeomorphisms.                          ∎ 

Definition 3.2.14 

              Let       be a uniform space and        be continuous onto 

the map. A point   in   is said to be the uniform non-wandering point of   

if for every neighborhood  [ ] based on  , there exists an integer     

such that         [ ]   [ ]   . We shall denote the set of all uniform 

non-wandering  points of T  by         
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Theorem 3.2.15  

Let       and       be two uniform homeomorphisms on 

compact uniform spaces   and . If       is a uniform conjugacy from 

 to  , then                 . 

Proof: 

  Assume that        and  [    ]is the neighborhood-based of 

    . The uniform continuity of    leads to       [    ]   is the 

neighborhood of   . So there exist         therefore     

                     (   ( [    ]))  (  (   ( [    ])))     

If                    then       [    ]          ( [    ])   . 

       [    ])     [    ]   . 

   [    ])     [    ]   ,  then            

Hence          . Thus              . A similar way using the 

uniform conjugacy           prove that          )                     ∎ 

Theorem 3.2.16  

Let       and       be two uniform homeomorphisms on 

compact uniform spaces   and  . If       is a uniform conjugacy from 

  to  , then                 . 

Proof: 

Let          and    . We build  a   -trajectory from      to 

herself. Since   is uniformly continuous on  ,     where            
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then (           )      since           there exists a  -chain 

                 from   to herself.                put      (  ).  

Then                                                    . 

Therefore                 .  

A similar way using the uniform conjugacy         prove  that 

                .                                                                               ∎     
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4.1 The  -shadowing property of a homeomorphism 

                  on a uniform space.  

In this Section, we define the notion of shadowing property in a uniform 

setting, give examples, and study various properties of such maps.  

 

Theorem 4.1.1 [20] 

   Let   be a uniformly continuous map defined on   [   ] with fix  

  an at most countable nowhere dense set having at least three elements.  

For      fix     suppose  [       ]  [       ]  for some consecutive 

values of    say   and      If either        or        for all  

                         then   does not have the shadowing 

property. 

  

Example 4.1.2  [20]  

           Consider the uniform space R and        with the Euclidean 

uniform. Define              by       {

  

   
        

 

   
       

      and 

map        by            Then   has the   -shadowing property  

for every    , where    {                    }   By Theorem 

3.2.9,                           has the   -shadowing property, 

Where              ). Note that          is given by       

           {
 

  

   
      

        
  

   
       

  , and is homeomorphism on (-1,1),   
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define 

  [    ]  [    ]         {
                    

          
        

   

       Then    has the  -shadowing property, where                

{             }   

Now fix   {      } and   satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 

3.1.3, therefore T does not have the shadowing  property but T has the      

 -shadowing property  for some subset   of [    ]  [     ]     [    ]  

            Justifies the necessity of compactness in the above phenomena.  But 

the situation is different here. The following example shows that  -

shadowing property can be preserved under conjugacy for non-compact 

uniform space, where      ,   does not contain    for any    . Note 

that if   has  -shadowing property, then   has  -shadowing Property for 

any     A.           

We now study the condition under which the product map has the  -

shadowing property. 

 

Theorem 4.1.3 

            Let             be uniform spaces       and         be  

a uniform continuous maps. Suppose   has  -shadowing property and   

has  -shadowing property. Then              has the  

        -shadowing property, where               is defined 

by             (           )  

Proof: 

Since T has the  -shadowing property, there is     such that 

every  -pseudo- trajectory for T is  -traced by a point of   . Similarly     

 -shadowing property of   implies there exists a subset          such 
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that every  -pseudo- transitive for     is  -traced by a point of  .  To show 

that       has the          -shadowing property, we show that every 

       )–pseudo-transitive for     is         -traced by a point 

of    .  Let {                } be a        )–pseudo-transitive for 

      Then for each     ,  (              )             which 

implies                               and hence for each     , 

(T(             and (H(             

Thus {         } and {       } are  -pseudo-trajectory and     

D-pseudo trajectory for T and H respectively.  Hence there exist     and 

    such that {       } is  -Traced by   and {        } is  -traced 

by y. But this means that for each      (        )    and 

(           . Which implies ((                                 

This completes the proof.                                                                                      ∎ 
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4.2  Uniform Expansive Maps. 

Recall that the notion of expansive homeomorphism is defined on 

uniform spaces. A Uniform homeomorphism        is called uniform 

expansive on condition that      such that         with          

       , there exists     such that                  for all            

                       , such that        The   is entourage called 

uniform expansive entourage for  . 

Example 4.2.1 

Consider the family of tent map {        [√   ]}  where 

   [   ]  [   ]  is defined by            if   [   ]   or       

        if   [   ]. 

Let    be the subset of  [   ]   [   ]   [   ] and is abounded by 

the curves       
   

  
   and       =  √

  

   
   .  Similarly    is a subset 

of [   ]    [   ]   [   ] and bounded by the curves       
  

    
 

   

    
   and       √

    

   
  

  

   
    For each     [√       ],    is           

a  -expansive map, where          . In fact              . For   

such that            Observing that whenever            then         

   
   

  
    and    

  

   
   we obtain an       such that 

(                 for         [   ]. 
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Theorem 4.2.2 

         Let         and       be two uniform homeomorphisms. If   

and   are uniform conjugates then   is uniform weak expansive if and only 

if    is uniform weak expansive. 

Proof: 

             Let   be a weak expansive entourage of  . Then       where 

         leads to (             )   ,     . Let          

       , for each     (             )      Therefore     , 

                         .  

Hence (                   )        . Then     ( 
     )  

    ( 
     ). Therefore      (       )     (       ).  

Which is a contradiction.                                                                            ∎ 

Theorem 4.2.3 

           Let                be two uniform spaces and let       be a 

uniform continuous onto the map. Suppose          is a uniform 

homeomorphism. Then   is  -expansive if and only if             

  is          -expansive, where         

Proof: 

Suppose   in      is  -expansive. Let          such that 

      , then          
          are the distinct point of  ,  and thus 

from    -expansiveness of   on   , we find an integer h for which 

   (       )   
 (       )     

But this gives                   
                    , 

Hence   is  -expansive for the converse, suppose         and       
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then             are distinct points of Y and therefore by the  -

expansiveness of g, there exists an integer n satisfying 

                      
             , that gives          (     )  

                 , is this           
                   . 

Hence   is  -expansive.                                                                             ∎ 

Theorem 4.2.4 

Let             be uniform spaces             be         

 -expansive and  -expansive maps respectively. Then          

    is  -expansive, where          ) and                 

is  defined by             (           )   

Proof:    

Let                 be any two uniform distinct points of      , 

therefore other       or       assume      .then by  -

expansiveness of   on  , we find an integer   satisfying 

(        
          it follows that 

         
       

       
           

and  hence as   is bijective we get  (        
       

       
     )  

                                    

This proves the result.                                                                             ∎ 
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Theorem 4.2.5 

Let     be a  para-compact Hausdorff space and let   be a uniformity 

on it consisting of all neighborhoods of uniform. Suppose          is a 

uniform continuous onto map such that    , m   is uniformly continuous 

to  . Then   is  -expansive for some   in   implies    ,     is   -

expansive for some   in     

Proof: 

Consider  any integer m different from 0 and let I  belong to 

{       } since   is a uniform homeomorphism and              is 

uniformly continuous there exists     , such that (     )        or 

equivalently               set    {     {       } } and  note 

that (               , applying  -expansiveness of   to distinct points 

    in   one obtains an integer   satisfying (           )     and hence 

from the  above observation              (     )     for each I in  

{       } let   be an integer such that               ]or        

   .  Now putting i       on obtains                     , this 

proves the  -expansiveness of                                                                ∎ 

 

Definition 4.2.6 [18] 

Let       be a uniformly continuous map on a uniform space  

     . A set   is said to be invariant if             For a given subset   

of  , let       denote the maximal invariant subset of   then                

       {                                                      

                          }.  
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In the following result, we show that if    is  -expansive, where 

    , then the largest invariant set is    . 

Proposition 4.2.7 

Let       be a uniform space and       be a  -expansive 

map, where    . Then the largest invariant     . 

Proof: 

Set        . Then the maximal invariant subset of   is given by 

     {                                        with       

        and                          for each      }  Observe that 

for all      .                                        

Suppose        Inv  . Then for each       (       

(           )         But   is  -expansive and therefore        Hence 

Inv    , where    . The reverse containment is obvious.                  ∎ 

 

Recall that [18] a continuous map T on a uniform space   is said to 

be uniform expansive if for any neighborhood   of the  , there exists a 

closed neighborhood      with the property    Int      and              

Inv     , where        

In the following theorem, we show that if   is uniform expansive, 

then   is always,  -expansive  , for some     . 

Theorem 4.2.8  

       Let       be a uniform space and       be a uniformly 

continuous map. If   is uniform expansive, then   is always  -expansive 

for some subset     which is a closed neighborhood of   .  

 Proof: 
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Let   be a neighborhood of  . Since   is a uniform expansive there 

exists a closed neighborhood  ,      with property     Int    ) and 

Inv      . We show   is  -expansive. Let         such that 

                  for all    .  

In particular,           Int T      Therefore we get a sequence 

                                         in   such that 

                     for all    . Also by hypothesis for each      

                        ).  This proves         for each integer  . 

      Hence as discussed in the proof of Proposition 4.2.7,        Inv .  

But we know Inv    , therefore         .  Hence     . 

This proves   is   –expansive. 
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4.3 Uniform Stability (  -stability ). 

 

Definition 4.3.1 

The uniform Anosov maps defined on compact uniform spaces are 

always uniform stable in the class of homeomorphisms. A uniform 

homeomorphism       defined on a compact uniform space   is said 

to be uniform stable if for given      there is a     such that for any 

homeomorphism       with               , for each   in  , there 

exists a uniformly continuous map      satisfying           

  and         Then for any homeomorphism                     

where     {             }   there exists a uniformly continuous map 

      satisfying       and              where    

{             }  

 

            This motivates the following definition of uniform   -stability. We 

define the concept for uniform continuous onto maps. 

 

Definition 4.3.2  

       Let       be a uniform space and       be a uniform continuous 

onto the map, Suppose       Map T is said to be uniform  -stable if 

there is     . Such that for any uniform continuous onto map       

with                  , there exists a uniformly continuous map 

       satisfying            , for each     and      . We 

prove the following theorem which relates   -expansive maps having         

 -shadowing property  -stability of the map. 
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Theorem 4.3.3. 

Let         be a first countable Hausdorff space and   be uniformity 

on    consisting of all neighborhoods of the uniform. Suppose for       T 

is   -expansive maps having  -shadowing property, where     in such 

that           and   is the a symmetric neighborhood of  ,  then   is 

uniformly  - stable. 

Proof. 

Since T has the  -shadowing property, there is subset C    

containing  ,such that every  -pseudo-trajectory for   is  -traced by a 

point of  .  Strafing tracing point is unique. Suppose a  -pseudo-trajectory  

{      }  is  -traced by points    and  . Then for each     ,   

             and               But   is a symmetric subset of   

containing  . Therefore,              , and               

                 . 

 Therefore for each                         . By         

 -expansivity of  , we have      Thus, a  -pseudo-trajectory for   is 

uniquely traced by a point of  .  Now we show that T is uniformity          

 -stable.  Let        be a uniform continuous onto map such that for 

each                     

Therefore for each     ,                         which 

implies {  : n   0} is a   -pseudo-trajectory for  .  But   has the              

 -shadowing property. Therefore there is a unique point        such 

that for each      ,                    . This is true for all    . 

Define map,           by         Since the tracing point of {     } 
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is unique   is well defined. Now for each       and all     ,  

                        In particular for         and each                      

                        which implies                        

Also for each      (    (    )        )     then                 

              

This further implies                               Since   

is  - expansive, we get              for all     and thus      . 

Again, for each                        . Therefore in particular for 

       then            .   

Finally, we prove that   is uniformly continuous. To show that   is 

uniform continuous we show that if     is a net in   such that        

then `             Since         and H is a uniformly continuous 

map we have               This implies that there exists   such that 

       [    ] for all    , which implies                    

Now,  consider              (    )                        

 (  (       )      )   (           )                     for every 

             , for every     , Since   is uniformity of all 

neighborhoods of  , for         ,        is a neighborhood base at  . 

Therefore, if      is such that     , then           [       ]  

           for all    . This implies                      But   is 

uniform continuous, therefore               

             Thus whenever      then              Hence p is 

uniformly continuous.
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Conclusions 

In this work, we obtained important conclusions, we present them 

as follow: 

Let      and       be a compact uniform space,       and       

are two uniform homeomorphisms. 

  The shadowing property is independent of the choice of uniform 

if   is compact. 

 If   has  -shadowing property, then    has  -shadowing  

property for every    .  

 If    {        } and    {        } be time-

varying maps such that   is  -conjugate to G. Then   has 

shadowing property (PTTP) if and only if G has shadowing 

property (PTTP).  

 If        be a homeomorphism on a compact uniform space 

     . Then   has USP  if and only if         has USP. So if   

has strong USP if and only if     has strong USP.  

 If   is uniform homeomorphism on a uniform space      . 

Then   is uniform weak expansive if and only if    has a 

uniform generator. 

 If   and   are two uniform homeomorphisms and  ,   are 

conjugate then   is uniform transitive if and only if    is uniform 

transitive. 

 If   and   are two uniform homeomorphisms and  ,   are 

conjugate then   is uniform mixing if and only if    is uniform 

mixing. 

 If   and   are two uniform homeomorphisms and  ,   are 

conjugate then   is uniform weak expansive if and only if    is 

uniform weak expansive. 

 If         be a first countable Hausdorff space and   be 

uniformity on    consisting of all neighborhoods of the diagonal. 

Suppose for       T is   -expansive maps having  -

shadowing property, where     in such that           

and   is asymmetric neighborhood of  ,  then   is uniformly  - 

stable. 
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Future Work 

 

We can obtain similar results if we study the concept of The 

inverse shadowing property ( ISP ) on compact uniform spaces (inverse 

uniform shadowing property ( ISP) ). 
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 الخالصة

 

. من خالل هذه الدراسة تسقةٌهدف هذا العمل إلى دراسة التظلٌل فً األنظمة الدٌنامٌكٌة الم         

 .بعض المفاهٌم إلثبات العدٌد من النتائج الجدٌدة تعرٌفتم 

نقدم بعض ,      )فضاء متسق مستمرة على  دالةتكون           لنفترض أن          

 والتظلٌل uniform minimal systems) فضاء متسق )المفاهٌم الدٌنامٌكٌة المهمة على 

ع الضعٌف ٌ, التوس تسق. نشرح بعض التعرٌفات والنظرٌات مثل تعرٌف التوسٌع المالمتسق

     ةالدال ن. لقد أثبتنا أنه إذا كاذه المفاهٌم , وإثبات النظرٌات الخاصة به تسق, المولد الم متسقال

إذا  متسقلدٌه تظلٌل    , فإن     ) فضاء متسق مرصوصعلى  homeomorphismمثل ت

هما            و        . نوضح أًٌضا أنمتسقلدٌه تظلٌل       وفقط إذا كان

homeomorphism  إذا كان   و   متسقة مرصوصة فضاءاتعلى  متسقان ,          

بعض النتائج  . كذلك اثبتنا                  فان  ,   إلى   هو اقتران منتظم من

 .األخرى

و خاصٌة التظلٌل المسار الكاذب للنظم الدٌنامٌكٌة المتسقة  خاصٌة  عرفنا ودرسنا             

لنظام دٌنامٌكً منفصل غٌر مستقل غٌر قابل لالنعكاس ونبٌن أن التظلٌل هو خاصٌة لتماثل متغٌر 

. ثبت أنه إذا كان التماثل المتغٌر متسقبمرور الوقت والذي ٌتم الحفاظ علٌه فً ظل اقتران 

ٌكون مترافًقا بشكل       )فضاء متسق على  {        }    بمرور الوقت

      )فضاء متسق على  {        }   موحد مع التماثل المتغٌر بمرور الوقت

 .خاصٌة التظلٌل G لها خاصٌة التظلٌل إذا وفقط إذا كان لدى   فان 

, ونعطً أمثلة , وندرس الخصائص  فضاء متسقمفهوم خاصٌة التظلٌل فً  عرفنا             

لها    , فإن فضاء متسقالتظلٌل فً  لها خاصٌة   . ثبت أنه إذا كانتالدوالالمختلفة لهذه 

       .للك فضاء متسقالتظلٌل فً  ةخاصٌ

 فضاء وه       , نوضح أًٌضا أنه إذا كانت مفهوم االستقرار المنتظم ناقشنا           

Hausdorff   جواراتتتكون من جمٌع التً    على ظمتنكون مٌاألول القابل للعد و U  ,

 بحٌث      , حٌث تظلٌل-V- لها خاصٌة دالة اتساع هً  ,        انافترض 

 .مستقر بشكل متسقٌكون    فان,    لـ تماثلم جوارهو    و         
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